
All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Please contact the staff  
or look at IKEA.sg for more information. For more detailed product information,  
see the pricetag and the Internet. All units require assembly.

Buying guide

Wherever you need to store things, BOAXEL has a solution that makes 
every square centimetre count. A smart design with clean lines means 
you can optimise storage without compromising on style.

BOAXEL is easy to customise to different rooms and situations. From 
sorting clothes in the bedroom and the laundry room to organising 
coats in the hallway.

BOAXEL can easily adapt and change, just like your life does. Need 
more storage in the wardrobe for a new family member? Add mesh 
baskets. Want to rearrange your laundry room? Shelves move easily. 
With BOAXEL there’s a solution for every storage need.

BOAXEL
Storage solution

Care and Cleaning
Wipe clean with a cloth dampened 
in a mild cleaner. Then dry with a 
clean, dry cloth.

Safety
Different wall materials require 
different types of fixing devices. 
Use fixing devices (sold separately) 
suitable for the walls in your home. 
If you have any doubts regarding 
what kind of walls you have in 
your home, how much load they 
can carry or how to securely fix 
BOAXEL onto your walls you must 
contact a specialised local dealer 
for advice.

Good to know
Only recommended for indoor use, 
closed balconies and laundry.
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Choose your solution
We have a wide range of BOAXEL combinations to choose from 
which you can find in the store or on our website at IKEA.sg. If 
you don’t find a pre-designed solution that you like, you can cre-
ate the perfect combination that suits your needs and taste on 
your own. Begin by looking through the ready-made combina-
tions on the web and choose one that inspires you. You can 
then use our planning tool to design your own unique combina-
tion. There are 4 steps to follow:

1. Before you start to plan your new storage solution, find out 
what space you have to work with. Sketch out your working 
space, taking measurements from the floor to the ceiling 
and between the walls. Make a note of any features such as 
windows or doors that might affect the size of your storage 
solution, take detailed measurements and make room for 
opening and closing doors.

2. Choose the amount of mounting rails and wall uprights that 
you need based on your planned combination. 

3. Choose interiors. Think through your day-to-day needs 
and what you need to store. Once you have decided on the 
interiors.

4. Choose the amount of brackets needed in order to install 
your chosen interiors. Complete your storage solution with 
your choice of boxes and inserts from our extensive range of 
interior accessories. 

How to build

Tip!
If you choose a solution with 1 section, you need 2 brackets 
per interior part. In a solution with 2 sections, you only 
need 3 brackets, 1 at each end and 1 in the middle. And in a 
solution with 3 sections you need 4 brackets. 

For example: in the image above you can see that for 1 shelf 
you need 2 brackets, for 2 shelfs you need 3 brackets and 
for 3 shelfs you need 4 brackets. 
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How to calculate the width of a tailor-made solution?

When calculating the width of your BOAXEL solution you need 
to take the mounting rail measurements in to consideration. 
The mounting rail comes in the sizes of 62,4 cm, 82,4 cm and 
182,4 cm, ex 82,4 + 82,4 +82,4 = 247,2 cm. The mounting rail 
could be cut to exact widths if needed.

If you choose not to use the mounting rail you need to add the 
width of the shelves or the other interiors and then add 1 cm on 
each end of the solution. This is to cater for the outside ends of 
the wall uprights, ex 1 + 80 + 80 + 80 + 1 = 242 cm. 

IMPORTANT! 
When installing a wall mounted 
BOAXEL solution, follow the assembly 
instructions that come with the wall 
uprights to ensure you get the correct 
distance between drilling holes. 

Width of interiors:
All interiors come in two widths, 60 cm and 80 cm. (See the 
interiors chapter for the full list of functions). 

The adjustable clothes rail and shelf can be adjusted between 
20-30 cm.

Tip!
When using a mounting rail, place 
an interior, such as a shelf, at the 
top and bottom of the wall uprights 
before attaching it to the wall. This 
will help you find the right distance 
between the uprights. Use a spirit 
level for the final check that every-
thing is straight before attaching 
them to the wall. 

Tip! 
If you plan to have a mesh basket at 
the bottom of your solution, we 
recommend that you place the wall 
uprights 15 cm from the floor. This 
is to secure the mesh basket can be 
pulled out without touching the floor. 
It also helps you to utilise the full 
height of the wall in the best possible 
way.

How to build

1 cm + 80 cm + 80 cm + 80 cm + 1 cm = 242 cm

Example 2: 82,4 cm + 82,4 cm + 82,4 cm = 247,2 cm

1 cm + 80 cm + 1 cm = 82 cm 

Example 1: 82,4 cm 

1 cm 80 cm 1 cm 1 cm 1 cm80 cm 80 cm 80 cm
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All parts and prices

BOAXEL mounting rail, white.

62 cm 604.535.31 $2
82 cm 204.535.33 $4

BOAXEL wall upright, white. 

100 cm 004.535.67 $5
200 cm 604.535.69 $10

BOAXEL bracket, white. 

40 cm 404.535.13 $2

Interiors
BOAXEL shelf, white.

60×40 cm 904.535.44 $18
80×40 cm 804.535.54 $20

BOAXEL shelf, oak effect.

60×40 cm 504.535.41 $20
80×40 cm 204.535.52 $30

BOAXEL shelf, metal white.

60×40 cm 904.535.39 $15
80×40 cm 804.535.49 $15

BOAXEL wire shelf, white.

60×40 cm 304.535.75 $15
80×40 cm 904.535.77 $15

BOAXEL shoe shelf, white.

60×40 cm 904.535.58 $12
80×40 cm 504.535.60 $15

BOAXEL adjustable shelf, white. 

20-30 cm 804.655.71 $5

BOAXEL mesh basket, white.

60×40×15 cm 004.535.29 $15
80×40×15 cm 104.599.55 $18

BOAXEL clothes rail, white.

60 cm 904.535.15 $4
80 cm 504.535.17 $5

BOAXEL drying rack, white. 

60×40 cm 704.535.21 $10
80×40 cm 304.535.23 $12

BOAXEL pair of legs, white.

120×60 cm 004.535.72 $30

LAGKAPTEN table top, white.

120×60 cm 304.606.65 $49
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Ready made combinations

BOAXEL wardrobe combination, white.
Overall size: 62×40×201 cm
This combination $90 (094.656.03)

Units you need:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 404.535.13 6 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 904.535.15 2 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 604.535.31 1 pc 
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white 904.535.44 2 pcs
BOAXEL shoe shelf, 60×40 cm, white 904.535.58 1 pc
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 604.535.69 2 pcs

BOAXEL wardrobe combination, white. 
Overall size: 125×40×201 cm
This combination $276 (993.323.74)

Units you need:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 404.535.13 18 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 904.535.15 2 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 604.535.31 2 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 604.535.69 3 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white 904.535.44 6 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket, 60×40×15 cm, white 004.535.29 6 pcs

BOAXEL wardrobe combination, white. 
Overall size: 125×40×201 cm
This combination $193 (293.323.77)

Units you need:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 404.535.13 14 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 904.535.15 2 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 604.535.31 2 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 604.535.69 3 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white 904.535.44 3 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket, 60×40×15 cm, white 004.535.29 3 pcs
BOAXEL shoe shelf, 60×40 cm, white 904.535.58 2 pcs

BOAXEL wardrobe combination, white. 
Overall size: 62×40×201 cm
This combination with  
white shelf $130 (593.323.66) or
with oak effect shelf $136 (793.323.70)

Units you need:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 404.535.13 10 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 904.535.15 1 pc
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 604.535.31 1 pc
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 604.535.69 2 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white or 904.535.44 3 pcs
shelf, 60×40 cm, oak 504.535.41 3 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket 60×40×15 white 004.535.29 2 pcs
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Ready made combinations

BOAXEL wardrobe combination, white. 
Overall size: 125×40×201
This combination $222 (794.656.33)

Units you need:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 40453513 15 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 90453515 2 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 60453531 2 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 60453569 3 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white 90453544 4 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket, 60×40×15 cm, white 00453529 2 pcs
BOAXEL shoe shelf, 60×40 cm, white 90453558 4 pcs

BOAXEL wardrobe combination, white. 
Overall size: 250×40×201 cm
This combination $376 (594.675.72) 

Units you need:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 404.535.13 23 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 904.535.15 5 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 604.535.31 4 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 604.535.69 5 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white 904.535.44 11 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket, 60×40×15 cm, white 004.535.29 2 pcs
BOAXEL shoe shelf, 60×40 cm, white 904.535.58 2 pcs

BOAXEL wardrobe combination, white. 
Overall size: 187×40×201 cm
This combination $287 (794.694.76)

Units you need:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 404.535.13 18 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 904.535.15 4 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 604.535.31 3 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 604.535.69 4 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white 904.535.44 7 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket, 60×40×15 cm, white 004.535.29 1 pcs
BOAXEL shoe shelf, 60×40 cm, white 904.535.58 4 pcs

BOAXEL wardrobe combination, white. 
Overall size: 250×40×201 cm
This combination with  
white shelf $474 (894.656.42) or 
with oak effect shelf $498 (994.675.46)

Units you need:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 40453513 29 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 90453515 4 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 60453531 4 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 60453569 5 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white or 90453544 12 pcs
shelf, 60×40 cm, oak effect 504.535.41 12 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket, 60×40×15 cm, white 00453529 6 pcs
BOAXEL shoe shelf, 60×40 cm, white 90453558 3 pcs
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BOAXEL wardrobe combination, white. 
Overall size: 187×40×201 cm
This combination $344 (194.694.79)

Units you need:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 404.535.13 21 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 904.535.15 4 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 604.535.31 3 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 604.535.69 4 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white 904.535.44 9 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket, 60×40×15 cm, white 004.535.29 2 pcs
BOAXEL shoe shelf, 60×40 cm, white 904.535.58 4 pcs

BOAXEL wardrobe combination, white/oak. 
Overall size: 125×40×201 cm
This combination $222 (193.323.54)

Units you need:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 404.535.13 15 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 604.535.31 2 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 604.535.69 3 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket, 60×40×15 cm, white 004.535.29 2 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, oak effect 504.535.41 5 pcs
BOAXEL shoe shelf, 60×40 cm, white 904.535.58 2 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 904.535.15 1 pc

BOAXEL wardrobe combination, white. 
Overall size: 62×40×201 cm
This combination $96 (293.323.58)

Units you need:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 404.535.13 8 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 60 cm, white 904.535.15 1 pc
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 604.535.31 1 pc
BOAXEL shoe shelf, 60×40 cm, white 904.535.58 2 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 604.535.69 2 pcs
BOAXEL wire shelf, 60×40 cm, white 304.535.75 2 pcs

BOAXEL laundry combination, white. 
Overall size: 165×40×201 cm
This combination $191 (293.324.00)

Units you need:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 404.535.13 14 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 80 cm, white 504.535.17 1 pc
BOAXEL drying rack 80×40 cm, white 304.535.23 2 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket 80×40×15 cm, white 104.599.55 2 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 82 cm, white 204.535.33 2 pcs
BOAXEL wall uppright, 200 cm, white 604.535.69 3 pcs
BOAXEL wire shelf 80×40 cm, white 904.535.77 4 pcs

Ready made combinations
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BOAXEL laundry combination, white. 
Overall size: 165×40×201 cm
This combination $202 (693.324.03)

Units you need:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 404.535.13 15 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 80 cm, white 504.535.17 1 pc
BOAXEL drying rack 80×40 cm, white 304.535.23 2 pcs
BOAXEL mounting rail, 82 cm, white 204.535.33 2 pcs
BOAXEL wall uppright, 200 cm, white 604.535.69 3 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 80×40 cm, metal white 804.535.49 7 pcs

BOAXEL laundry combination, white/metal. 
Overall size: 227×40×101 cm 
This combination $169 (993.324.11)

Units you need:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 404.535.13 11 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 80 cm, white 504.535.17 1 pc
BOAXEL drying rack 60×40 cm, white 704.535.21 1 pc
BOAXEL drying rack 80×40 cm, white 304.535.23 1 pc
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 604.535.31 1 pc
BOAXEL mounting rail, 82 cm, white 204.535.33 2 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 80×40 cm, metal white 804.535.49 4 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 100 cm, white 004.535.67 4 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, metal white 904.535.39 2 pcs

BOAXEL laundry combination, white. 
Overall size: 82×40×201 cm
This combination with 
white shelf $112 (493.855.72)
white metal shelf $97 (593.324.08)

Units you need:
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 404.535.13 8 pcs
BOAXEL drying rack 80×40 cm, white 304.535.23 1 pc
BOAXEL mounting rail, 82 cm, white 204.535.33 1 pc
BOAXEL wall uppright, 200 cm, white 604.535.69 2 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 80×40 cm, metal white or 804.535.49 3 pcs
shelf 80×40 cm, white 804.535.54 3 pcs

Ready made combinations
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BOAXEL shelving unit with LAGKAPTEN table top, white. 
Overall size: 125×62×201 cm
This combination $196 (694.405.63)

Units you need:
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 604.535.69 2 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 100 cm, white 004.535.67 1 pc
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 604.535.31 2 pcs
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 404.535.13 8 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white 904.535.44 4 pcs
BOAXEL pair of legs, 67-84 cm, white 004.535.72 1 pc
LAGKAPTEN table top, 120×60 cm, white 304.606.65 1 pc

BOAXEL shelving unit with LAGKAPTEN table top, white. 
Overall size: 250×62×201 cm
This combination $418 (094.406.41)

Units you need:
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 604.535.69 4 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 100 cm, white 004.535.67 1 pc
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 604.535.31 4 pcs
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 404.535.13 23 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, metal white 904.535.39 16 pcs
BOAXEL pair of legs, 67-84 cm, white 004.535.72 1 pc
LAGKAPTEN table top, 120×60 cm, white 304.606.65 1 pc

BOAXEL shelving unit with LAGKAPTEN table top, white. 
Overall size: 187×62×201 cm
This combination $312 (894.406.18)

Units you need:
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 604.535.69 3 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 100 cm, white 004.535.67 1 pc
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 604.535.31 3 pcs
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 404.535.13 15 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white 904.535.44 9 pcs
BOAXEL pair of legs, 67-84 cm, white 004.535.72 1 pc
LAGKAPTEN table top, 120×60 cm, white 304.606.65 1 pc

BOAXEL wardrobe combination with LAGKAPTEN table top, 
white. 
Overall size: 207×62×201 cm
This combination $367 (894.409.44)

Units you need:
BOAXEL wall upright, 200 cm, white 604.535.69 3 pcs
BOAXEL wall upright, 100 cm, white 004.535.67 1 pc
BOAXEL mounting rail 82 cm, white 204.535.33 1 pc
BOAXEL mounting rail, 62 cm, white 604.535.31 2 pcs
BOAXEL bracket, 40 cm, white 404.535.13 19 pcs
BOAXEL clothes rail, 80 cm, white 504.535.17 1 pc
BOAXEL shelf, 80×40 cm, white 804.535.54 2 pcs
BOAXEL shelf, 60×40 cm, white 904.535.44 6 pcs
BOAXEL mesh basket, 80×40×15 cm, white 104.599.55 3 pcs
BOAXEL pair of legs, 67-84 cm, white 004.535.72 1 pc
LAGKAPTEN table top, 120×60 cm, white 304.606.65 1 pc

Ready made combinations
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Clothes storage
STUK box with compartments, fabric. 

20×34×10 cm
White 404.744.26 $4.90
20×51×10 cm  
White 004.744.33 $7.90
20×51×18 cm
White 104.744.37 $9.90
34×51×10 cm
White 104.744.42 $12.90
34×51×18 cm
White 204.744.46 $14.90

STUK storage case, fabric, 34×51×28 cm.

White/grey 203.096.87 $9.90
Light grey/green 305.276.75 $9.90

SKUBB box with compartments, fabric, 44×34×11 cm.

White 901.855.94 $9.90
Dark grey 504.729.69 $9.90

SKUBB shoe box, fabric, 22×34×16 cm, 4 pack.

White 801.863.96 $14.90
Dark grey 004.729.81 $14.90

PÄRKLA shoe bag.

48×22 cm 105.223.82 $1.50

PÄRKLA storage case.

55×49×19 cm 103.953.84 $4

Hanging organisers
STUK storage with 7 compartments, fabric, 30×30×90 cm.

White/grey 003.708.69 $14.90
Light grey/green 505.276.84 $14.90

RENSHACKA clothes cover 

Transparent/white 105.301.03 $4

Accessories
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Accessories

Other storage
KUGGIS magazine file, 2-pack, plastic.

White 805.153.35 $24.90

KUGGIS box with lid, plastic. 

18×26×8 cm
White 302.802.02 $5.90
Transparent black 105.140.37 $5.90
Turquoise 704.895.15 $5.90
18×26×15 cm
White 905.012.86 $12.90
Transparent black 805.140.34 $12.90
26×35×15 cm
White 902.802.04 $14.90
Transparent black 505.140.40 $14.90
Turquoise 204.768.22 $14.90
37×54×21 cm
White 402.802.06 $24.90
Transparent black 905.140.43 $24.90
Turquoise 904.768.28 $24.90

TJENA magazine file, paper, 2-pack.

White 903.954.17 $4.90

TJOG magazine file, paper, 2-pack

Dark grey 704.776.59 $9.90
Dark beige 104.746.11 $9.90

TJOG storage box with lid, paper.

25×36×15 cm
Dark grey 204.776.66 $7.90
Dark beige 504.746.09 $7.90

32×31×30 cm
Dark grey 004.776.72 $9.90
Dark beige 004.739.14 $9.90

35×56×30 cm
Dark grey 604.776.69 $19.90
Dark beige 404.746.19 $19.90
 

DRÖNA box, fabric. 25×35×25 cm.

White 904.670.70 $4.90
Black 804.670.61 $4.90

DRÖNA box, fabric, 33×38×33 cm.

Dark grey 204.439.78 $5.90
Black 102.192.82 $5.90
White 702.628.28 $5.90

GNABBAS basket, seagrass/polyester, 32×35×32 cm.

404.003.17 $14.90

SOCKERBIT box with lid, plastic. 

38×25×15 cm
White 503.160.64 $5.90

38×51×30 cm
White 003.160.66 $14.90

KVARNVIK storage box with lid, paper. 

25×35×20 cm
Beige 904.594.85 $19.90

32×35×32 cm
Beige 504.594.87 $24.90

SAMLA boxes transparent, transparent plastic.

28×19×14 cm/5 l 601.808.85 $2
39×28×14 cm/11 l 101.809.39 $5
39×28×28 cm/22 l 901.809.40 $7
56×39×28 cm/45 l 701.809.41 $10
56×39×42 cm/65 l 501.809.42 $15

SAMLA lid transparent, plastic. 

for 5 l boxes 604.550.83 $2
for 11/22 l boxes 004.550.81 $3
for 45/65 l boxes 804.550.82 $4

RAGGISAR basket, felt, set of 3.

Grey 703.480.21 $7.90

NIMM magazine file, paper, 2-pack.
Black 305.181.76 $4.90

NIMM storage box with lid, paper.
25×35×15 cm 
Black 605.181.70 $5.90
32×30×30 cm
Black 405.181.71 $12.90
35×50×30 cm
Black 805.200.49 $14.90
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